Bespoke Engagement Shoot

And just like magic

she said YES!

Celebrate your engagement with help
from Weddings by Nexa, who make
wedding proposal dreams come true in the
stunning setting of the Venice Lagoon

EVERLASTING LOVE BEGINS TODAY
Getting engaged to be married is definitely one of
those milestone-of-life moments, and it needs to
be memorable. It’s the first pledge of eternal love
to each other, so you will need a magical setting to
make it happen.
SUMMER DAYS
In summer, Venice holds a particular allure. And
Venice is nicknamed La Serenissima (‘the most
serene’) for a reason – dressed in glorious colours,
her gardens are lush and the lagoon becomes the
perfect backdrop for this perfect moment to be
remembered forever! And, at sunset, what could be
more romantic than setting sail aboard a traditional
period boat while the sun bathes the sky in golden
light, a true symbol of eternal love?
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And if you want to make your loved one feel like
a true diva, what could be better than ending the
day in the hotel favoured by film stars, one that
combines the elegance of the Belle Epoque era and
the stunning style of a Moorish palazzo.
VENICE – HERE’S TO NEW BEGINNINGS!
The period after a global pandemic brings with it
the desire to seize the moment, to celebrate love
and, above all, to toast to new beginnings! And what
better way to do this than with us from Weddings
by Nexa, in Venice, where you can still enjoy the
silence of this city and her most iconic sites in
complete safety and peace of mind?
Now you can experience Venice like you've never
seen it before! WH

THE SHOOT STYLING TEAM
Wedding Planner and Design:
Weddings by Nexa @nexa_eventi
Wines: @najma_prosecco
Venue: @excelsiorvenice
Photography: @h4ph @thewhiteday
Flower Decoration: @munarettoflowers
Stylist: @realifestylist
Hair & Makeup: @martaferraresso.mua
Men's Outfits: @ramosalso_shop
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